Summer greetings,
Whether you’re busy with a logging project, knocking back weeds, hosting a family gathering, or all of the above, summer is
prime time for outdoor activities on your property. I hope you are taking advantage of the long days and warm weather to
get things done but also have some fun.
Keep in mind that it is now fire season. Last week I made sure to stash my fire season gear—a fire extinguisher, shovel, and
axe—in my vehicle where they will stay for the remainder of the season, hopefully not needed. Even if you don’t think you
are doing any activity likely to start a fire, you should have this equipment whenever you’re driving around on your
woodland roads during fire season. Oregon Department of Forestry has a one-page outline of fire season requirements
which you can access here, or find on their website. So far, the summer has been rather cool but fuel loads are drying out.
As things heat up in July and August, the National Interagency Fire Center is calling for an above-normal fire season in
western Oregon. So we should all be prepared, and in prevention mode.
Calls continue to come in to our office about dead or dying conifers. These are generally associated with long-term drought
conditions that our region has been experiencing off and on since 2013, and continuing in northwest Oregon currently.
Douglas-fir mortality continues to be prevalent on exposed edges and on sites with heavy soil. Western redcedar dieoff is
more puzzling. We are seeing mature redcedars die in areas with abundant moisture such as draws and creek edges. Most
of the reports I am getting of redcedar mortality are concentrated in the suburban areas of Washington and Multnomah
Counties, around 400 feet elevation. Again, drought is the suspected cause, particularly drought
combined with high temperatures.
Enjoy the summer.
Amy Grotta
OSU Extension Forestry & Natural Resources Faculty - Columbia, Washington & Yamhill Counties
Office Location: Columbia County Extension Service, 505 N. Columbia River Hwy, St. Helens, OR 97051
Phone: (503) 397-3462 E-mail: amy.grotta@oregonstate.edu
Web: http://extension.oregonstate.edu/
Blog: http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/treetopics

Saturday, July 20th, 8:00 am—1:00 pm, Linda and Ernie Rieben’s Madrona Ridge Tree Farm. Tour will focus on property history,
managing mature timber, invasive species, and thinning. Admission and lunch are free, registration required. Location: 51145 NW Cedar
Canyon Rd, Banks. Register: oswaevents@gmail.com or (503) 588-1813 by July 15th (specify July 20 event).

Wednesday, July 24th, 5:00-8:00 pm, Miller Woods. BBQ hot dogs and hamburgers provided by YSWA. Please bring a side dish for the
potluck. Tour will focus on four years post-thinning with some control plots, led by Josh Togstad of Yamhill Soil & Water Conservation
District. RSVP by July 20th to hal.elin@gmail.com or (503) 843-2173.

Saturday, August, 17th, 8:00 am—1:30 pm, Dick and Gayanne Courter’s Nehalem Tree Farm. Learn about road construction,
thinning strategies, riparian protection, fuels reduction, and much more. Admission and lunch are free, registration required. Location:
57641 Timber Rd., Vernonia. Register: oswaevents@gmail.com or (503) 588-1813 by August 12th (specify Aug. 17 event).

Friday, August 23rd, 9:00 am, North Plains. Have you ever wondered what goes on at a chip mill? What happens to those pulp logs
once they leave forest? Come on this tour to find out. Address: 34380 NW Vadis Rd, Cornelius (south side of Hwy 26). Sponsored by
Washington County Small Woodlands Association.

Saturday, August 24th, 10:00 am—2:00 pm, Corbett. Join local forest steward, Jon Stewart, on a walking exploration of his family’s
Raincloud forest and the steps they and their partners are taking to understand and demonstrate climate smart forestry. With rising
concerns about changing climate, this is an opportunity to learn about ways that local forests can contribute to reducing CO2 levels
while also being healthy, productive forests. Partners on this woods walk include Build Local Alliance, The Pinchot Institute for
Conservation, and Ecotrust. Address and directions will be sent to registered participants. Registration opens July 11th at: https://
buildlocalalliance.org/#UpcomingActivities.

Wednesday, September 25th, 7:00 pm, McMinnville. Speaker TBA. 6:30 social half hour, 7:00 program. Location: 2050 NE Lafayette
Ave, McMinnville. All are welcome, no RSVP needed.

Saturday, October 5th, 10:00 am—2:00 pm, Matteson Demonstration Forest. Are you thinking about
creating or improving walking trails on your property? Come to this hands-on workshop and work party
to learn the proper techniques for designing trails that provide an enjoyable experience and stand up to
the elements. Not only will you take home skills you can apply to your own woodland, you will be helping
to build a new segment of hiking trail at the Matteson Forest.
Matt McPharlin, OSU Research Forests’ Recreation Field Coordinator will be our instructor. Please wear
long pants, long sleeves, closed-toed shoes and bring work gloves and a hard hat if you have one. We will
have extra hard hats and a supply of hand tools, however bring along your own tools (Pulaski, loppers) if
you would like. Coffee and other morning refreshments will be provided, but bring a sack lunch and
water. This event is free but registration is required. Register online (https://beav.es/ZAZ) or call Sonia,
503-397-3462.

By Brad Withrow-Robinson, OSU Forestry & Natural Resources Extension
Adapted from TreeTopics blog, http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/treetopics
We have written about forest diversity, its importance in
providing habitat for different species, or a species at different
seasons or at different stages of its development. We have
addressed the forest, trees and shrubs in particular, but the
importance of habitat diversity applies to other parts of the
forest environment too. Like streams.
We learned about the importance of having different stream
habitats to support fish, insects and other aquatic life while on a
recent Extension tour. A stream can have many types of
habitat. The anatomy of a stream (the stream’s morphology)
can be described in terms that are familiar to anglers: pools,
riffles, glides, bars and tail outs. Each term describes a different
combination of water depth and flow that together provide a
type of habitat. You can see and often hear this: Some parts are
quiet (pool and glide), some gurgle their presence to those
nearby (a riffle), while falls and a plunge pools announce
themselves at a distance. Aquatic biologists get excited about
streams with a good mix of these habitats in a stream reach,
just as wildlife biologists get excited by forest structure and
snags. Hmm.

Above: Large wood accumulated by an in-stream log
placement by the Mary’s River Watershed Council.
Note channel cut next to bank and gravel accumulated
down stream. Photo: Brad Withrow-Robinson

forest streams, and many of these animals’ have complex life
cycles. Different species, ages and sizes have very particular and
different needs for different habitat types (water conditions
including depth and speed as well as temperature or clarity) to
allow them to hide, rest, hunt, or spawn successfully. The more
diversity there is in a section of a stream, the wider range of
habitats are available for those animals to turn to as they
develop and as the seasons progress.
Many common forest, farm and development activities have
affected our streams and rivers over the years, giving them a
simpler anatomy and less habitat diversity. Roads and culverts
have also often blocked passage between stream sections and
habitats.
This is the reason for much of the restoration work undertaken
by landowners, watershed councils and others: to restore
stream habitat diversity and foster the processes that drives its
creation.

A key ingredient for habitat diversity in streams, as in many
upland forest situations, is large wood. An old log decaying on
the forest floor becomes habitat that shelters and feeds many
The anatomy of a stream, like a forest’s structure comes about
different organisms. It does that in a stream too, but it also
through the interactions of the landscape, natural processes
shapes its surroundings. Logs engage the stream each winter,
and time. A narrow, steep valley largely constrains the stream
altering and redirecting the current to dig into a streambed or
to a defined place. A wider, gentler valley gives the stream room
bank here, accumulate sand and gravel there. Logs and other
to wander and a chance to determine its own fate working with
large wood are critical to the creative process of the stream,
the rock, sand, gravel and logs to create riffles, bars and pools.
whether naturally occurring or placed there as part of a
A diversity of stream habitats is important, explained Guillermo restoration project. It is the logs that dig pools, build bars, and
Giannico, OSU Extension Fisheries Specialist. There are many
lay out the riffles where fish live, anglers lurk and poets dream.
types of fish, amphibians and other creatures that live in our

By Amy Grotta, OSU Forestry & Natural Resources Extension
Slash is the term used to describe the treetops, limbs and other woody material left behind after a timber harvest. The amount of slash
left behind will depend on the size and quality of the harvested trees, among other factors; but universally, how the slash is dealt with is
an important consideration in the logging process. Heavy amounts of slash left on the ground make tree planting more difficult and
more costly.
Piling and burning is the most common method of slash treatment nowadays. However, some landowners are looking for alternatives to
burning for logistical reasons or personal preference. Pile burning can be challenging due to weather conditions or smoke restrictions.
When logging contractors are busy, they may be reluctant to include pile burning in their contract due to the time involved, leaving it up
to the landowner. For all of these reasons, it is worth considering the pros and cons of other methods of slash treatment.
Some landowners choose to pile the slash but not burn the piles. This is acceptable, but very large piles will result in an equally large area
that cannot be replanted. If you do not wish to burn, you might specify that slash piles should be smaller. Smaller piles will break down
faster and will not leave large, unplanted gaps. All kinds of small wildlife may also use the piles for shelter. Slash can also be pushed into
rows rather than piles.
Mastication treatments use mechanized equipment to break down woody
material into smaller pieces and distribute them on the ground surface. Any
number of small machines with various cutting head attachments can do this
work. They drive passes over the area, masticating the material in their path as
they go. These machines are more efficient in unpiled slash, so you would want to
consider this ahead of time when negotiating with your logger about whether the
slash is to be piled.
There are several companies in the region offering these so-called “forestry
mulching” services. You can find some listed in the Oregon Forest Industry
Directory under Forestry Services (land clearing/site preparation). Compared to
piling and burning, the cost of mastication is probably equal or greater, depending
on the terrain and the amount of material to be treated. If you want to learn more
about mastication, this U.S. Forest Service publication is very thorough.

A mastication head that can be attached to a small tractor
or dozer.

If there is a light amount of slash, no treatment at all
may be needed. This could be the case if the harvested
timber was relatively small. For example, I was
recently in a small patch cut that was harvested last
summer with a processor, which strips the limbs off
the trees in front of it as it works, distributing the
slash fairly evenly across the site (left photo). The
harvested trees were tightly spaced Douglas-fir,
averaging roughly 12 inches diameter. The area will be
sprayed with a site preparation herbicide mixture in
late summer and replanted this coming winter. Since
the tree branches were small diameter and fairly
sparse due to the tight tree spacing, the unit appears
to be plantable without any slash treatment.
Additionally, the slash is serving to suppress weed
growth which will cut down on the amount of
herbicide needed.
In an adjacent patch cut (right photo), the slash had been piled and will be burned this winter before planting. Here, the herbaceous
vegetation had come in thick and a broadcast spray application will be needed.
In summary, it’s a good idea to anticipate the amount of slash that your timber harvest will generate ahead of time, and consider your
options for treating it. Talk with your logger if you’re unsure. Your logging contract should definitely stipulate what the logger is
expected to do in terms of slash treatment.

By Brad Withrow-Robinson, OSU Forestry & Natural Resources Extension
Adapted from TreeTopics blog, http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/treetopics
I was recently on a tour where we looked at how growing conditions, productivity and plant communities all change across the landscape
according to elevation, soils, rainfall, aspect and other factors. These are often included in the term “site productivity”. These factors give
important insights to the ability of a site to support different types of plants, and also how well they will grow there. This capacity to
produce biomass, or support tree growth is often expressed in the important forestry concept of site class as described in this article.
We traveled from near the crest of the Coast Range
back to the Valley floor to watch changes in site class
and vegetation. Our final stop was a rock sitting on a
small hill beside a vineyard in Yamhill County, looking
out across the Willamette Valley.
It is a large rock (about 90 tons), unrelated to any of
the bedrock of the hill. This rock helps tell a story of
events during the last ice age that shaped the
Willamette Valley and its historic vegetation. It
influences the present, largely agricultural, vegetation
as well.
Near the end of last ice age (between 10,000 and
15,000 years ago), a finger of the continental ice sheet
moved down along the mountains near today’s Idaho/
There is something odd about this rock...
Montana border. There it blocked the Clark Fork River
with a massive wall of ice, which formed Glacial Missoula Lake. The lake was almost 3,000 square miles and up to 2,000 feet deep, and
held as much water as both lakes Erie and Ontario do today.
Eventually the lake built up to a point when the dam failed catastrophically, sending a huge surge of water rushing across the landscape
of eastern Washington. It raged towards the ocean, scouring out Washington’s coulees and channeled scablands, battered the Columbia
Gorge (where it flowed nearly 1000 feet deep), and spread out into the Willamette, forming a large lake. This happened not once, but
repeatedly, perhaps dozens of times over centuries.
These violently roiling waters carried dirt and debris scoured from
Washington and the Gorge into the Willamette valley. This heavy
sediment load settled out as the water slowed and flowed up the Valley
towards present day Eugene, dropping layers of soil on the valley floor
now 100 feet deep or more. Larger, heavier particles settled first in the
lower valley. Finer clay particles stayed suspended and were carried
farther up the valley. This is reflected in the soils of the Valley. The mid
and southern valley floor is dominated by heavy, poorly drained clay soils,
reflected historically by the vast wet prairies and savannas (also
promoted by frequent fires). It is reflected today in the dominance of
crops which are tolerant of wet ground, such as grass seed. Of our trees,
oak and ash like these soils, but conifers struggle.

Oaks from an earlier wet savanna stand in a modern grass seed field.

So what does our rock at Erratic Rock State Natural Site have to do with this? Well, along with all the soil swept from Eastern
Washington, the Missoula floodwaters carried icebergs, remnants of its glacial imprisonment in Montana. Embedded in the icebergs
were rocks from Canada and Montana. After being swept into the valley, the icebergs ran aground near the edge of the lake, and
eventually dropped their payload as they melted, often a hundred feet or more above today’s valley floor. The number and distribution of
these glacial erratic rocks helps illustrate the extent of the floods, which reached up to near 400 feet above sea level today. That means
that many of you readers would have had lakeside real estate during the floods 12,000 years ago, and Portland and most of the
Willamette Valley would have been under a couple hundred feet of water. Wow.

By Amy Grotta, OSU Forestry & Natural Resources Extension
Adapted from TreeTopics blog, http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/treetopics.

Insects – they can get a bad rap. Many of our humankind categorically view them as pests – agents of uncleanliness, nuisance, or
destruction. Sure, it’s hard to appreciate houseflies, ticks, mosquitos and yellow jackets, but the vast majority of them – nearly
100,000 known insect species in the U.S. alone –are simply going about their business and doing no harm to us. Many are even
providing services that we take for granted such as disposing of detritus and cycling nutrients.
The same goes for insects in the forest. We in Extension receive many photos and
samples brought to us from people who suspect that insects are killing their trees.
However, I’m here to tell you that if you have a dead or dying tree, then chances are
that even though it is full of insects and their tunnels, it’s usually a case of correlation,
not causation.
Insects feed on all parts of trees – there are foliar feeders, cone and seed bugs, root
weevils, and more – but bark beetles are what seem to strike fear in the hearts of tree
owners. Bark beetles are problematic because their larvae feed on the cambium, or
inner bark, of the tree, creating channels or galleries as they go and eventually girdling
the tree. There are only a few species of bark beetles of concern in western Oregon,
and they each are associated with a particular host tree. For example, there’s the
Douglas-fir beetle for Douglas-fir (obviously), the California five-spined Ips for
Larval galleries of a woodboring insect in a dead
ponderosa pine, and the fir engraver for true firs. However, bark beetles are attracted
ponderosa pine tree.
to trees that are already under some other stress – whether from water stress, root
disease, or mechanical injury. So, aside from the rare local outbreak, accusing a bark beetle of tree murder is like condemning an
accessory to the crime while ignoring the ringleader.
Bark beetles are usually quite small and inconspicuous. On the other hand, the samples and photos that come into the Extension
office are usually large and/or colorful insects – something more likely to catch the eye. Below is a sampling of what has come my
way recently. Some of these I could identify on my own, but for others I needed to turn to an expert entomologist for help.
Clockwise from top left: 1. Cedar tree borer (Semanotus
ligneus), feeds on dying and dead cedar and juniper and often
found in firewood; 2. Larva of a horntail woodwasp, which lives
on dying or dead conifers; 3. Green bark-gnawing beetle
(Temnoscheila chlorodia), found on dead or dying pines where it
is a predator of other wood-boring beetles; 4. Golden buprestid
(Buprestis aurulenta), inhabit recently dead or dying trees and
logs, sometimes emerging much later out of structural timbers;
5. California prionus (Prionus californicus), larvae feed on dead
and dying conifers. Photos are not all at the same scale.

Note the commonality among these insects –
they all inhabit dead or dying trees, meaning
that they are secondary pests. They find trees
that are already dead or dying and then begin
the decomposition process, recycling nutrients,
and perhaps becoming a woodpecker’s lunch.
Landowners need not worry about these insects
“spreading” or “wiping out” a stand of timber. They are the turkey vultures of the insect world, coming in after the kill. Oregon
Department of Forestry has a nice fact sheet on some of our more common woodboring beetles.
There are some important exceptions: invasive, non-native bark beetles and wood borers. Some of these are tree killers because
our native trees did not evolve with natural defense mechanisms against them and there are fewer natural enemies in their
introduced environment. We worry about potentially major impacts of
(continued on page 7)

the emerald ash borer, the Asian longhorned beetle, and the gold-spotted oak borer, among others. Because none of these insects
is known to be in Oregon, you’re unlikely to find one; but if you think you might have, you should send in a report to the Oregon
Invasive Species Hotline.
To sum it up: more often than not, abiotic (non-living) stress factors such as drought or injury typically play a leading role in
triggering tree decline. Bark beetles may or may not show up to finish the job. Then, wood boring insects – the ones that we
usually observe – come in to be the tree recyclers. They are important components of the forest ecosystem, and often beautiful to
look at.
Now that you know about these non-tree killers, I still welcome your forest insect photos (high-resolution please!) and specimens
for identification, as I often learn new insects myself this way. Another useful tool for crowdsourcing insect identification is
iNaturalist. And, don’t forget, if you’re concerned about something being invasive, use the Oregon Invasive Species Hotline.

At the end of May, Stimson Lumber announced a 40% reduction in its workforce at its Forest Grove mill, which produces
dimension lumber for the building industry. The company CEO blamed Oregon policies as being unfavorable to businesses as the
reason for the cutbacks. For small woodland owners in northwest Oregon seeking to sell Douglas-fir sawlogs, this is disappointing
news, since this mill’s demand for logs is now diminished.

We have just completed a major overhaul of this free publication. It covers how to select trees that are adapted for long-term
growth for your local conditions, and how to choose nursery stock that has a high likelihood of surviving and showing good initial
growth. Focus is on trees suitable for long-term timber production in Oregon. Download it at:
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/ec1196

In June we held our first volunteer work party at the Matteson
Demonstration Forest. We hauled slash left behind from last year’s
commercial thinning project down to the lower landing, and then
chipped it up. This material will be used as mulch around a native
shrub planting that will be installed later this year. Thank you to Loren
Radford, Larry Stevens, Norbert LePage and Roger Dreher who helped
us get a head start on this project. Stay tuned for future opportunities
to help out at the forest!
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